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Chapter 1 

The use of CCTV material at Parliament House 
The matter of privilege 
1.1 By letters dated 27 and 28 May 2014, the Chair of the Finance and Public 
Administration Legislation Committee, Senator Bernardi, and Senator the Hon. John 
Faulkner each raised essentially the same matter of privilege, concerning the use of the 
closed circuit television (CCTV) system in Parliament House. The President made a 
statement to the Senate on 17 June 2014 indicating that matter should have precedence 
in debate. He tabled the two letters and attachments, comprising relevant extracts of 
the transcript of the estimates hearing and advice from the Clerk of the Senate tabled 
by Senator Faulkner at that hearing.1 
1.2 On 18 June 2014, on the joint motion of Senators Bernardi and Faulkner, the 
matter was referred to the committee for inquiry and report in the following terms: 

In relation to the use of closed circuit television footage by officers of the 
Department of Parliamentary Services (DPS) for internal investigations 
involving DPS staff: 

(a) whether there was any improper interference, or attempted 
improper interference, with the free performance by Senator 
Faulkner or any other senator of their duties as a senator; 

(b) whether disciplinary action was taken against any person in 
connection with the provision of information to Senator 
Faulkner or any other senator; and 

(c) if so, whether any contempts were committed in respect of those 
matters. 

1.3 Senator Faulkner did not participate in the consideration of the matter by the 
Privileges Committee. 

Background 
1.4 In February 2014, CCTV images showing a DPS employee placing an 
envelope under the door of Senator Faulkner’s office at Parliament House were used 
by DPS in the investigation of a staff management issue.2 
1.5 Senator Faulkner raised the matter during estimates hearings on 26 May 2014. 
His questions focussed on two concerns: 
• that the use of the CCTV system to investigate an internal staffing matter is a 

breach of the CCTV Code of Practice 

1  Senate Debates, 17 June 2014, p. 3013 The President’s statement, the two letters and their 
attachments are reproduced at Appendix A. 

2  DPS provided the committee a copy of the draft investigation report with its submission. 
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• that DPS was improperly monitoring interactions between its employees and 
his office. 

1.6 The evidence provided by the DPS Secretary at the hearing was equivocal. 
She told the committee the matter had only come to her attention during the hearing, 
but that “it is possible DPS has breached the code in investigating a case to do with a 
staff member”,3 which she explained as “an inadvertent conflict between staff 
management issues and the protocol of the protection of members’ and senators’ rights 
to do business in the building”.4 
1.7 The Secretary stated that “the footage was approved to be accessed, consistent 
with the guidelines”5 but “there may have been an inadvertent and ancillary breach of 
the statement of purpose” because the CCTV footage “may have captured [the 
employee] doing other activities in the building besides the one for which the CCTV 
footage was released”.6 
1.8 After being told that the breach referred to by the Secretary “may involve” the 
use of footage of a person or people providing information to him, Senator Faulkner 
signalled his intention to raise the matter with the President as a matter of privilege. He 
expressed the view that “It is a serious breach that a senator in this parliament is being 
spied on in that way as they go about the proper conduct of their duties.”7 

The matters before the committee 
1.9 Against this background, two matters were referred for the committee’s 
attention: 

(a) whether this use of CCTV images might improperly interfere with the 
free performance of any senators’ duties; and  

(b) whether disciplinary action was taken against a person for providing 
information to a senator. 

1.10 The chief concern raised by both Senator Faulkner and Senator Bernardi in 
their letters to the President is that the use of the CCTV system in these circumstances 
might deter people from providing information to senators.  
1.11 Senator Bernardi noted: 

The committee is deeply concerned about the threat such conduct poses to 
the free performance by a senator of the senator’s duties as a senator. The 
committee notes that Senator Faulkner has had long periods of membership 
of the Finance and Public Administration Committee and has, over many 
years, pursued issues of parliamentary administration through estimates 

3  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p. 23. 

4  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p. 25. 

5  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p. 23. 

6  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p. 28. 

7  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p. 28. 
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hearings and other inquiries. If this incident is anything to go by, then it 
appears that no senator can have confidence that they are not the subject of 
electronic surveillance in Parliament House, a situation which has the 
potential to deter persons from providing information to senators in the 
course of their duties. 8 

1.12 In Senator Faulkner’s words: 
Over the years, I have received unsolicited information from many sources 
which has assisted me to carry out my duties as a senator. I imagine that 
numerous senators are also in this position. The value and credibility of 
inquiries by Senate committees, including legislation committees 
considering estimates, has been enhanced over many years by the capacity 
of senators to raise matters as a consequence of information provided to 
them. Accountability rests on such foundations. 

If the provision of information to senators is monitored by electronic 
surveillance, then neither senators nor people who provide information to 
them can have any confidence in the security of their transactions. Improper 
use of electronic surveillance compromises the free performance by a 
senator of his duties as a senator and therefore represents, in my view, a 
very serious contempt.9 

1.13 The possibility that disciplinary action might have been taken against the 
employee in connection with her provision of information to a senator was raised as an 
additional concern. Senator Bernardi noted that testimony to the estimates hearing on 
this element was inconclusive.10 

Role of the committee 
1.14 The role of the committee is primarily inquisitorial. When the Senate refers a 
matter giving rise to allegations of contempt, it is the committee’s role to establish the 
facts. Over the course of an inquiry, particular allegations or suspects may emerge. 
These are tested to establish what happened. The final step in the process is to consider 
whether any particular act may constitute a contempt.  
1.15 Pursuant to section 4 of the Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987, any conduct 
may constitute an offence against a House (that is, a contempt) if it “amounts to, or is 
intended or likely to amount to, an improper interference with the free exercise by a 
House or committee of its authority or functions, or with the free performance by a 
member of the member’s duties as a member.” 
1.16 In considering matters involving allegations of contempt, the committee is 
guided by the Senate’s Privilege Resolutions.11 Resolution 6 declares that breaches of 
certain prohibitions – and attempts or conspiracies to do the prohibited acts – may be 

8  Senator Bernardi, Letter, 27 May 2014, p. 2. 

9  Senator Faulkner, Letter, 28 May 2014, p. 1. 

10  Senator Bernardi, Letter, 28 May 2014, p. 2. 

11  Resolutions of the Senate, adopted on 25 February 1988. 
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treated by the Senate as contempts. The terms of reference for the inquiry draw upon 
the language of Resolution 6(1), concerning interference with the Senate and senators; 
and Resolution 6(11), concerning penalties against witnesses.  
1.17 The committee is also required to have regard to the criteria specified in 
Privilege Resolution 3, which focus on an assessment of what action may be necessary 
“to provide reasonable protection for the Senate and its committees and for senators 
against improper acts tending substantially to obstruct them in the performance of their 
functions.” 

Improper interference with senators’ duties as a possible contempt 
1.18 Privilege Resolution 6, which sets out a non-exhaustive list of matters that the 
Senate may treat as contempts, starts with the contempt of interference with the Senate 
or with a senator: 

Interference with the Senate 
(1) A person shall not improperly interfere with the free exercise by the 
Senate or a committee of its authority, or with the free performance by a 
senator of the senator’s duties as a senator. 

1.19 It is well-established that “improper” in this context does not mean “unlawful” 
or “unauthorised”, it refers to conduct which has the effect or tendency or tendency of 
obstructing the Senate or senators carrying out their functions. 
1.20 The Senate has generally taken “a robust view as to whether senators have 
been improperly obstructed”, particularly in relation to conduct involving intimidation, 
force or threat.12 Today, interference is as likely to arise from the use of electronic 
information systems as from, for instance, physical interference or the threat of legal 
action. In her advice to Senator Faulkner, tabled during the estimates hearing, the 
Clerk of the Senate cited matters in other jurisdictions involving the diversion of 
emails and tapping of members’ telephones where contempt findings were considered 
appropriate.13 The action that senators may take individually to resist these less overt 
forms of interference should they arise is limited. In such circumstances the committee 
considers that greater recourse to protection through the Senate’s contempt jurisdiction 
may be warranted.  
1.21 The committee’s task here is to determine whether the use of the CCTV 
system identified in this matter is likely to have the effect or tendency of obstructing 
senators in their duties as senators. The Privileges Committee has previously stated: 

…it is vital for the proper functioning of a house of parliament that 
information is produced to the maximum extent possible to enable proper 
decision making. Any obstruction to the free flow of information may be 

12  See 125th report, paragraphs 4.27–4.29. 

13  Clerk of the Senate, Advice, 26 May 2014, p. 5. 
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regarded as having the effect of substantially obstructing senators in the 
performance of their functions. 14 

1.22 If people apprehend that their communications with senators may be 
monitored, this may deter them from providing information to senators. This may, in 
turn, limit the information available to senators and constrain their capacity to put 
matters before parliamentary committees. 
1.23 These concerns are heightened in this case, as the department charged with 
administering the CCTV system has been the subject of ongoing Senate committee 
investigation. The committee recognises the potential for unauthorised use of the 
CCTV system to affect the Finance and Public Administration committee’s oversight 
of DPS. 
1.24 Against this background, the conduct raised by Senator Bernardi and Senator 
Faulkner could potentially constitute a contempt. 

The taking of disciplinary action as a possible contempt 
1.25 Privilege Resolution 6 provides: 

(11) A person shall not inflict any penalty or injury upon, or deprive of any 
benefit, another person on account of any evidence given or to be given 
before the Senate or a committee. 

1.26 The matter before the committee does not involve a witness, but rather a 
person communicating with a senator. The protection of people providing information 
to senators rests on the same principles as the protection of witnesses, but applies in a 
narrower set of circumstances. These were identified in the committee’s 67th report.15 
1.27 There are two distinct ways in which the provision of information to a senator 
may be said to be protected by the law of privilege. First, as a legal immunity. The 
provision of information may be covered by parliamentary privilege if there is a 
sufficiently direct connection between the provision of information to a senator and the 
senator’s use of it in “proceedings in Parliament”, within the meaning of section 16 of 
the Parliamentary Privileges Act. This is a question for the courts. 
1.28 Secondly, the Senate may in some circumstances protect the provision of 
information with its contempt powers. Where there is a sufficiently direct link between 
the provision of information and “proceedings in parliament”, the Senate may treat the 
imposition of a penalty on a person who provides information to a senator as a 
contempt. It did so in the case of Mr Michael Rowley for taking legal action against 

14  Committee of Privileges, 67th Report, Possible threats of legal proceedings against a senator 
and other persons, September 1997, paragraph 2.12.  

15  Committee of Privileges, 67th Report, Possible threats of legal proceedings against a senator 
and other persons, September 1997. See also 125th Report, Parliamentary privilege: 
Precedents, procedures and practice in the Australian Senate 1966–2005, December 2005. 
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Mr David Armstrong, an informant of former Senator O’Chee.16 As the Clerk notes in 
her advice to Senator Faulkner, these are separate, but related, questions.17  
1.29 The Clerk also drew attention to a paper by her predecessor, Harry Evans, 
entitled “Protection of Persons who Provide Information to Members”, in which he 
observed that in a case “where interference with the provision of information to a 
senator clearly had the effect or tendency of hindering a senator in the free 
performance of the senator’s duties, it would be lawful to treat such interference as a 
contempt”. That article draws heavily on advice the former Clerk provided to this 
committee, which was endorsed in the committee’s 67th report. 
1.30 It is clear that, in such circumstances, the taking of disciplinary action against 
a person in connection with the provision of information to a senator may constitute a 
contempt.  
1.31 The committee’s tasks here are to determine: (a) whether the provision of 
information was sufficiently connected to proceedings to warrant protection; and (b) if 
so, whether any action was taken against the employee ‘as a result of’ or ‘in 
connection with’ her providing information to Senator Faulkner. 
1.32 The next part of the report outlines the committee’s approach to this inquiry. 

Conduct of the inquiry 
Background information 
1.33 The committee has before it the transcript of proceedings of the Finance and 
Public Administration Legislation Committee hearing of 26 May 2014, the letters from 
Senator Bernardi and Senator Faulkner raising the matter and the advice provided to 
Senator Faulkner by the Clerk of the Senate, which was tabled at the hearing.  
1.34 The committee sought and received background information from the then 
President of the Senate, Senator the Hon. John Hogg, and the DPS Secretary about the 
operation of the CCTV system. These were of assistance to the committee in 
considering the question whether the use of the CCTV system was authorised by, and 
undertaken in accordance with, the Code of Practice. Members also participated in a 
tour of some of the security facilities of Parliament House, which was of great value in 
assisting the committee to understand the architecture and operation of the system. The 
committee particularly thanks the security staff who assisted in this regard. 
1.35 This is not an inquiry about security matters, rather it is about the use of the 
parliamentary security system for unrelated matters. 

16  67th Report. This report is significant, in that it identifies circumstances in which the provision 
of information to a senator may be protected by the Senate’s contempt jurisdiction. See also 
125th report, at paragraphs 4.79 to 4.84. 

17  Clerk of the Senate, Advice, 26 May 2014, p. 4 
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Senator Faulkner’s submission 
1.36 The committee wrote to Senator Faulkner to seek further details of the 
circumstances which gave rise to the terms of reference. Senator Faulkner provided a 
submission and, after receiving assurances about the confidentiality of sensitive 
material, provided a volume of correspondence with individuals, including the 
employee shown in the CCTV images. The committee considers it unnecessary to 
publish the additional volume of correspondence referred to at this time. 
1.37 In his submission, Senator Faulkner reiterated the concerns he raised in his 
letter to the President: 

I believe my capacity to perform my duties as a senator has been impaired 
irreparably by the inappropriate use of [CCTV] cameras within the 
parliamentary precinct. I do not accept that my movements, and the 
movements of the constituents I represent, within the corridors and rooms of 
this parliament should ever be under surveillance.18 

1.38 He repeated his contention that the CCTV system has been used in a manner 
which is not authorised by the Code of Practice: 

The only purposes of such cameras and the images they capture, are 
outlined in paragraph 5 of the Code. These purposes do not include tracking 
the movements of DPS staff members, or other citizens, properly and 
lawfully engaging with Senators. In my view, the use of CCTV footage and 
images for purposes outside the Code of Practice is an improper interference 
with the free performance of my duties as a senator, and an offence.19 

1.39 He also reminded the committee of media allegations aired in 2011 about 
misuse of parliamentary security cameras to try to identify people providing him 
information in relation to an inquiry into DPS. These were discussed in an estimates 
hearing in 2012, at which DPS officers assured him there was no substance to the 
reports. He now submits: 

I accepted in good faith the evidence [DPS] officers provided to the 
Committee. Two years later, evidence has emerged that the alleged 
improper use of CCTV footage and images has indeed occurred, leading me 
to be more convinced than not that it also occurred on that earlier 
occasion.20 

1.40 As part of the current inquiry, the Privileges Committee asked DPS what the 
basis was, at the time, for giving the various assurances at that time, and what 
investigations the department had undertaken to confirm the evidence it had given, and 
what the outcome of those investigations had been. 
The response from the Secretary of DPS, Ms Mills, indicates that the department has 
no significant records of any such investigation: 

18  Senator Faulkner, submission, p. 1 

19  Senator Faulkner, submission, p. 1. 

20  Senator Faulkner, submission, p. 3. 
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I regret to advise that current DPS officers are not in a position to answer 
these questions, as it is not within the knowledge of our officers and is not 
(despite extensive searches) reflected in the department’s records to any 
great extent.21 

Evidence from DPS 
1.41 After considering this background information, the committee sought a 
submission from DPS. In doing so, the committee asked the DPS Secretary to respond 
to a number of questions, centring on approval processes under the Code of Practice, 
and also asked for copies of any internal DPS records relating to the use of the images.  
1.42 The committee asked DPS what the authority was for using the CCTV system 
to investigate staffing matters, and for a copy of any advice DPS had relied on in 
forming that view. Rather than providing any advice it might have had in its 
possession at the time, DPS instead commissioned legal advice on the matter which 
provides a rationale for its actions but not an explanation of its thinking when relevant 
decisions were made. The advice also addressed the terms of reference more broadly. 
Elements of that advice appeared to run contrary to the committee’s understanding of 
the powers, privileges and immunities of the Parliament, so the committee sought an 
assessment of it from the Clerk of the Senate. 

Outline of report 
1.43 Chapter 2 deals mainly with the evidence provided by DPS. It is convenient to 
deal separately with the question of the CCTV Code of Practice. This is considered in 
chapter 3. Chapter 4 deals with the primacy of the powers, privileges and immunities 
of the Parliament. It also contains the committee’s conclusions and recommendations. 

21  Letter to the Chair of the Privileges Committee, 19 September 2014. 

 

                                              



Chapter 2 

The evidence from DPS 
2.1 This chapter deals with the main arguments put forward in the submission 
from DPS. It contains an outline of the investigation which sparked the inquiry and 
then deals with the arguments submitted on the matters of privilege. Other matters 
relevant to those arguments are dealt with as they arise. 

Contradictory evidence 
2.2 It is necessary first, however, to deal with contradictions between the evidence 
the department provided at the May estimates hearing, its submission and additional 
documents provided on 11 November 2014. 
2.3 The DPS Secretary told the estimates hearing in May 2014 that the matter now 
referred to the Privileges Committee had only come to her attention on the day of that 
hearing, on the basis of inquiries she made after questions were asked of the Senate 
department.  
2.4 Her evidence was that it was “possible DPS has breached the code [of 
practice] in investigating a case to do with a staff member”,22 and she explained the 
apparent breach as “an inadvertent conflict between staff management issues and the 
protocol of the protection of members’ and senators’ rights to do business in the 
building”.23 The Secretary told the hearing that “there may have been an inadvertent 
and ancillary breach of the statement of purpose” because the CCTV footage “may 
have captured [the employee] doing other activities in the building besides the one for 
which the CCTV footage was released”.24  
2.5 When asked whether the activities she had referred to involved a person or 
people providing information to Senator Faulkner, Ms Mills replied “That is what I am 
looking into. That is the issue that was brought to my attention today…”25 

Submission 
2.6 The DPS submission contradicted the Secretary’s evidence at estimates. It 
stated that the discovery of footage showing the employee placing an envelope under a 
senator’s office door was communicated to the Secretary on 27 February, three months 
prior to the hearing. The submission did not suggest that there had been an inadvertent 
conflict. Instead it is founded on the Secretary’s response, given the same day, “that 
‘contact by individuals with parliamentarians is not something we monitor…’ ”. The 
submission asserts that: 

22  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p.23. 

23  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p.25. 

24  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p. 28. 

25  FPA transcript, 26 May 2014, p. 28.  
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Accordingly, the footage relating to the visit to the Senator’s office was not 
investigated further and Employee X was not questioned in any way in 
relation to her attendance at the Senator’s office. 26 

2.7 The submission contends that the Secretary “made a conscious decision not to 
take action in respect of Employee X’s approach to Senator Faulkner by effectively 
instructing that DPS could not consider that conduct and had no interest in the 
matter.”27 The submission does not explain why the Secretary did not acknowledge or 
address this “conscious decision” and instruction when later asked about the matter at 
estimates. 

Additional documents 
2.8 When the committee sought a submission from DPS it had asked for copies of 
any internal DPS records relating to the use of the images, but none were provided. 
The committee therefore asked for records to substantiate the above assertions and to 
clarify related matters. Additional documents were provided on 11 November 2014, 
among them the request that the Secretary approve a preliminary Code of Conduct 
investigation28 and email correspondence containing the Secretary’s response to the 
discovery of the contentious images.29 
2.9 Despite her evidence to the estimates hearing that the matters now referred to 
the Privileges Committee first came to her attention during those hearings, these 
documents demonstrate that the Secretary was made aware of all aspects of the 
incident as it transpired. In particular, the documents show: 
• that when Ms Mills approved a preliminary code of conduct investigation on 

25 February she also approved the release of still photographs from security 
cameras  

• that the request which Ms Mills approved on 25 February informed her that 
the CCTV system had already been used to gather information on the matter  

• that the discovery of footage showing the employee placing an envelope under 
Senator Faulkner’s office door was communicated to Ms Mills on 27 
February.  

2.10 The Secretary’s response is contained in an email to one of her staff: 
You may be aware that contact by individuals with parliamentarians is not 
something that we monitor in order to provide privacy to them in the 
conduct of their business. Happy to discuss.  

2.11 The submission and additional documents cast considerable doubt upon the 
evidence given by the Secretary. The committee has not been able to reconcile the 

26  DPS submission, 26 September 2014, paragraph 21. 

27  DPS submission, paragraph 40. 

28  Referred to in the DPS submission at paragraph 17. 

29  Referred to in the DPS submission at paragraph 21. 
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evidence given at the estimates hearing with the submission and documents which 
DPS has subsequently provided, and considers that the Finance and Public 
Administration Legislation Committee was misled about the Secretary’s knowledge of 
the events that led to this inquiry.  
2.12 The committee has determined that it is appropriate in the circumstances to 
publish the relevant documents so that they are available to the Finance and Public 
Administration Legislation Committee in its oversight of the Department of 
Parliamentary Services.  
2.13 There should be no doubt, however, that the committee considers the 
misleading of the legislation committee in these circumstances to be a serious breach 
of accountability and probity. 

The Code of Conduct investigation 
2.14 An anonymous note, described as “belittling and accusatory”, was left for a 
manager in DPS, who found it distressing. On advice from the DPS Secretary, the 
recipient raised the matter with the DPS Human Resource (HR) Services section, 
which commenced an investigation. The main DPS submission30 sets out an account of 
its investigation. 
2.15 ‘Swipe access’ records from the parliamentary security system were checked, 
which showed that a particular DPS employee (referred to as ‘Employee X’ in the 
submission) had entered Parliament House on the night before the note was 
discovered. HR officers then sought approval to view CCTV footage to confirm the 
employee’s “entry to, exit from and movements within, Parliament House on the 
evening of 18 February 2014”. It is apparent from emails attached to the submission 
that this approval was given orally. 
2.16 The footage showed the employee near the work area where the note was 
found (although it didn’t show her entering that area) and showed her in some images 
carrying papers which she no longer had when she left the building. On the basis of 
this information, HR recommended that a preliminary code of conduct investigation be 
undertaken – a recommendation the Secretary approved on 25 February. The 
submission later explains that a preliminary investigation is part of ordinary 
administrative practice, designed to help a decision-maker determine whether “there is 
a suspected breach of the Parliamentary Service Code of Conduct that ought to be 
dealt with by way of a formal investigation”.31 

Committee comment 
2.17 The committee notes that the above activity – interrogation of the 
parliamentary swipe access records and the accessing of the CCTV security system –
occurred prior to the approval of this preliminary investigation. 

30  At paragraphs 11 to 30. 

31  DPS submission, paragraph 39. 
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The preliminary investigation commences 
2.18 Later that day, the officer undertaking the investigation of the distressing note 
requested access to relevant footage and the isolation of particular images. This was 
approved by the Assistant Secretary in a one word email (“approved”) on 26 February. 
The investigating officer emailed the employee seeking an explanation of her presence 
and “precise movements” in the building on the evening of 18 February. The email 
mentions that security footage had been checked. When the employee responded the 
following day, the submission records that DPS regarded her explanation as 
“unsatisfactory, and potentially dishonest”.32 
2.19 At around the same time security staff who had continued to scan the security 
footage and located images that “showed (for the first time)” the employee “placing an 
envelope under the door of a Senator’s suite”. The submission does not identify the 
senator, but records that: 

This information was communicated to the Secretary on 27 February, 
whereupon the Secretary responded that ‘contact by individuals with 
parliamentarians is not something we monitor…’. Accordingly, the footage 
relating to the visit to the Senator’s office was not investigated further and 
Employee X was not questioned in any way in relation to her attendance at 
the Senator’s office. 33 

The formal investigation 
2.20 The submission records that the Secretary, on 12 March, approved a formal 
Code of Conduct process “solely in connection with” the anonymous note; that “No 
reference to Employee X’s visit to the Senator’s suite was included in the briefing” 
and the investigator was not “at that stage” briefed with any CCTV material relating to 
the visit to the senator’s office.34  
2.21 Although not referred to in the main submission, an attachment indicates that 
the investigator sought and was granted a copy of unspecified “footage” on 31 March 
2014. The record provided of this request and approval does not provide any 
identifying detail. 
2.22 On 2 April 2014, the investigator provided the employee with details of the 
formal investigation, to which was appended printed copies of CCTV images. On 14 
April 2014, the employee responded to the allegations and, according to the 
investigator’s draft report, “at this stage noted (for the first time)” that there had been 
two reasons for her visit to Parliament House… ‘I also had some personal business 
with a Senator and left documents at the Senator’s office’.” 35 

32  DPS submission, paragraph 20. 

33  DPS submission, paragraph 21. The committee sought records from DPS to substantiate these 
matters – see Contradictory evidence, above. 

34  DPS submission, paragraph 22. 

35  DPS submission, paragraph 25. 
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2.23 The draft investigation report and CCTV footage was sent to the employee on 
13 May. The report referred to the employee placing an envelope under the door of 
“suite 42”, recited the employee’s statement that she had ‘personal business’ with the 
senator, and stated the investigator’s view that this failed to “adequately account for” 
the employee’s visit “having regard to the balance of her route”. The submission 
contends that “The draft report did not otherwise engage with Employee X’s visit to 
the Senator’s suite.”36 
2.24 Two weeks later the matter was raised at estimates, with an indication it would 
be raised as a matter of privilege. The Secretary then ceased the investigation, citing 
the “undesirability of a Code of Conduct process remaining unresolved for a 
potentially substantial length of time”. Correspondence from the employee indicates 
this occurred on 24 June 2014. 
2.25 This part of the submission concludes by stating that the employee “has 
subsequently left the employment of DPS for reasons not connected to the Code of 
Conduct investigation of the CCTV footage issue.” 37 

The employee 
2.26 For her part, the employee denies leaving the note. In a letter to Senator 
Faulkner, dated 11 April 2014, the employee describes the commencement of the Code 
of Conduct process. She states: 

…of course I haven’t revealed why I was in the building that night but I 
suspect I am going to be grilled by DPS about where I was walking at that 
time of night and what was in the envelope… I’m concerned that DPS’s 
story for using the security footage is a bit of a furphy and they are looking 
to find anyone that provides senators with information about the department. 
Given my current situation, I’m also concerned that this is not a legitimate 
use of the security cameras. 

2.27 The committee considers it was not unreasonable for the employee to seek to 
withhold from DPS the fact that she had visited a senator’s office in the circumstances. 
An annotation to the document, marked ‘update’ notes advice from the employee’s 
solicitor recommending she advise DPS that she was going to a senator’s office for 
personal business.  
2.28 In another note the employee states her belief that “Three long-term ongoing 
staff members…have had their employment terminated over the past three months. 
…they were monitored with the in-house security cameras over several months 
without their knowledge and without a written policy.” 
2.29 The committee has not seen any evidence to support this claim, however it has 
been provided with records of the use of CCTV images in other staff-related cases. In 
each case, the record comprises a single email request and a written record of approval 
being made. The fact that stories such as these are circulating in DPS is no doubt 

36  DPS submission, paragraph 27. 

37  DPS submission, paragraph 30. 
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capable of increasing the apprehension of staff that they may be monitored for 
different purposes.  
2.30 With that background, the committee turns to the DPS submission on the 
terms of reference. 

Arguments in the DPS submission 
2.31 The DPS submission deals first with paragraph (b) of the terms of reference, 
arguing that “a proper understanding of the disciplinary matter will assist the 
Committee in reaching the correct conclusions on the remainder of the issues in 
question”.38 The overall approach of the submission is to treat the question of possible 
improper interference with senators’ duties as ancillary to the question whether a 
penalty has been inflicted on the employee.  
2.32 The committee does not agree that this approach is warranted. Although the 
matters turn on the same facts, they are separate questions. As has been noted, the 
chief concern raised by the Finance and Public Administration Legislation Committee 
and by Senator Faulkner is the matter of improper interference. 

(a) Improper interference with the free performance of a senator’s duties 
2.33 The DPS submission on the improper interference matter fails in many ways 
to engage with the issues at hand. In particular, the task that it sets itself is to 
demonstrate that there has been no improper interference either by way of: 

a. disciplining an employee over the provision of information to Senator 
Faulkner; or 

b. use of the CCTV system to conduct unauthorised surveillance, either 
of Senator Faulkner, his office, or persons who may attend his office to 
provide information.39 

2.34 The submission goes on to argue, in effect, that the use of the CCTV system 
falls short of a dictionary definition of “surveillance” and cannot therefore constitute 
interference.40 It should be understood that the committee has not been charged with 
assessing whether there has been “unauthorised or improper surveillance”. While 
different parties have used the terms “surveillance”, “spying”, “monitoring” and, 
simply, “use of footage”, the committee’s concerns, and its terms of reference, are 
about improper interference. As has been noted, it is the effect of the conduct that 
concerns the committee. Conduct that has the effect or tendency of obstructing 
senators in their duties may be dealt with as a contempt, regardless of the form or 
description of that conduct. 
2.35 In any case, DPS submits that: 

38  DPS submission, paragraph 34. 

39  DPS submission, paragraph 54. 

40  Paragraphs 59 to 65. 
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Where the one-off use of CCTV footage, referable to a particular incident 
not known to be connected to parliamentary business, has been duly 
authorised under the CCTV Code of Practice…, and that Code of Practice 
has in turn been authorised by the Presiding Officers…, it is difficult to see 
how that use could nonetheless constitute unauthorised or improper 
surveillance, contrary to parliamentary privilege.41 

2.36 The following matters invite examination: 
• the contention that the incident was “not known to be connected to 

parliamentary business” 
• whether the use of CCTV footage may amount to interference 
• whether the use of the CCTV footage was “duly authorise under the 

CCTV Code of Practice”. 

The transacting of parliamentary business 
2.37 A theme repeated throughout the submission and accompanying advice is that 
there was nothing to indicate to DPS officers that the interaction caught on camera 
related to parliamentary business, for example:  

Prior to Senator Faulkner’s indication at Senate Estimates on 26 May 2014 
(which was clearly past the time that relevant decisions were made) that he 
considered [the employee] to be a whistleblower, there was no indication 
that the purpose of her visit may have related to parliamentary 
proceedings.42 

2.38 This is in support of a thesis that, if the investigators were unaware they were 
witnessing something connected to parliamentary business they could not be said to be 
obstructing it, and certainly not knowingly. Whatever the merits of that case, the 
additional documents provided on 11 November dispose of this line of argument.  
2.39 The email correspondence in those documents is illuminating. On 27 February 
2014, after writing to the employee requiring an explanation of her presence in the 
building, the officer appointed to undertake the preliminary code of conduct 
investigation wrote to his supervisor: 

After sending this letter (at 4.13 PM yesterday) I was advised … (at 4.55 
PM yesterday) that there was also security camera vision of [the employee] 
depositing a “brown envelope” at the office of Senator John Faulkner. 
Given that Senator Faulkner is now in opposition I question what legitimate 
reasons there could be for depositing a “brown envelope” at his office at that 
time of night and also recall Senator Faulkner’s keen interest in matters 
pertaining to Hansard in Senate estimates earlier this week… 

2.40 The supervisor then wrote to the Secretary: 

41  Paragraph 63. 

42  DPS submission, paragraph 58. See also paragraphs 25, 63, 65 and 71; and the discussion of 
“breach of parliamentary privilege” in the AGS advice. 
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Through investigating additional footage of [the employee’s] movements, 
DPS footage has also shown that [she] deposited a brown envelope under 
the door of Senator Faulkner’s office before our Senate Estimates Hearing. 
It is also noted that Senator Faulkner is now in opposition which does 
question whether the Parliamentary Service Value of ‘Impartial’ has been 
breached in this case. 

Noting that we have previously discussed the issue of DPS employees being 
in a privileged position by working in Parliament House and having ‘direct’ 
contact with Parliamentarians, as well as noting that some Hansard Editors 
this week may also have been distributing material… I wanted to draw this 
substantial evidence to your attention. 

2.41 The first reaction of the officer appointed to undertake the preliminary 
investigation is to question the legitimacy of the employee’s actions. His supervisor 
sees it as “substantial evidence” of a breach of the code of conduct, quite distinct from 
the matter they are investigated.  
2.42 Their references to the senator now being ‘in opposition’ are curious. 
2.43 In any case, both officers immediately associate the envelope with Senator 
Faulkner’s participation in Senate estimates, and with DPS’ appearances there. Both 
officers immediately draw adverse inferences. This exchange demonstrates the 
inherent risk in allowing the use of CCTV images in these circumstances. 
2.44 The exchange also reveals further contradictions in the evidence supplied by 
DPS. Its legal advice argues:  

On the facts of the case, it seems clear that the DPS officers who were 
involved in the use of the footage were unaware they were witnessing the 
transacting of any parliamentary business. Nothing Employee X had told 
them suggested this was the case – quite the opposite. 43 

2.45 The emails contradict the conclusions DPS is asking the committee to accept. 
They demonstrate that the officers involved knew what they were witnessing, and 
came to this conclusion before the employee has told them anything. They also 
undermine the factual basis of that part of the legal advice.  
2.46 The report now turns to the second DPS argument about improper interference 
– that the ‘one-off’ use of footage cannot amount to interference. 

Use of CCTV footage as improper interference 
2.47 In paragraph 56 of its submission, DPS states that it: 

accepts that sanctioning an employee over their provision of information to 
a parliamentarian, for parliamentary purposes, could constitute an improper 
interference… insofar as that action might tend to discourage persons from 
providing information to a senator for parliamentary purposes. 

43  AGS Advice, 18 September 2014, paragraph 77. 
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but it argues44 that there is “simply no connection between the investigation and 
Employee X’s dealing with the Senator”. 
2.48 In paragraph 66 the submission argues that Senator Faulkner has not been 
“hampered or obstructed…insofar as his ability to collect information from 
‘whistleblowers’ or others”, citing “the fact that Employee X apparently returned to 
Senator Faulkner with concerns about the investigation” as evidence for this claim. 
The submission does not otherwise engage with the likelihood of others being deterred 
from providing information to senators, despite it being the focus of the complaints 
raised by the Finance and Public Administration Legislation Committee and by 
Senator Faulkner. 
Committee comment 
2.49 The fact that the employee found another way to communicate with Senator 
Faulkner does not deal with the broader question whether other people may be 
deterred from providing information to senators. The use of the CCTV system which 
has led to this inquiry has similarities to allegations aired in the media 3 years earlier 
that security cameras were used to try to identify whistleblowers providing 
information to Senator Faulkner. The committee has also been provided with records 
indicating the use of CCTV images for other purposes involving staffing matters, 
which may add further to people’s apprehension about being monitored. 
2.50 Such apprehensions may have the effect of discouraging people from 
providing information to senators, which may limit the information available to them 
and affect their committee work.  
2.51 Before leaving this area it is worth noting that DPS also states that: 

unauthorised surveillance of a parliamentarians’ office could be contrary to 
parliamentary privilege, especially in cases where the product of that 
unauthorised surveillance is use to intimidate persons who provide 
information to parliamentarians. However, once again, DPS submits that 
this is simply not made out on the facts.45 

2.52 The fact that DPS seems to consider that there might be circumstances in 
which the unauthorised surveillance of a parliamentarians’ office might not be 
contrary to privilege is of concern to the committee. 

Authorisation under the CCTV Code of Practice 
2.53 Turning to the third argument in this area, DPS submits that there can be no 
finding of improper interference with senators’ duties where: 

DPS’ actions in using CCTV footage as evidence in disciplinary 
proceedings was authorised under, and in accordance with, procedures 

44  DPS submission, at paragraph 57. 

45  DPS Submission, paragraph 58. 
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approved by the Presiding Officers, and in circumstances where those 
procedures were applied for proper and lawful purposes.46 

2.54 The argument is inconsistent with well-established principles about the 
powers, privileges and immunities of the parliament, and the manner in which they 
constrain administrative action. An act which is otherwise “lawful” or “proper” or 
“authorised” may nevertheless amount to a contempt. A sound formulation of that 
advice, to which the committee has referred many times, is that: 

In establishing whether a contempt has been committed, the matters to be 
examined are the tendency, effect and intention of the act in question, not 
the lawfulness of the act or whether there is otherwise a legal right to 
perform the act.47 

2.55 It is a matter of concern to the committee that the administrators of the CCTV 
system have put forward an argument which is contrary to parliamentary law and 
practice. The committee is also concerned about short-comings in the administration of 
the system revealed by the matter. The report deals in some detail with the authority of 
the Code of Practice in chapter 3. For present purposes, it suffices to outline the 
committee’s conclusions on this argument, which are as follows: 

• the approval of the CCTV Code of Practice by the Presiding Officers 
gives it no special status. The Presiding Officers’ powers here are 
exercised on behalf of the Parliament, subject to any orders of the 
Houses, and subject to the powers, privileges and immunities of the 
Houses and their members. Any activity (including the operation of the 
CCTV system) undertaken under the authority of that power is subject to 
the same limitations. 

• the particular use of the CCTV system in this case was not authorised 
under the Code of Practice, because the use doesn’t come within its 
overarching security purpose, nor within a “plain language” reading of 
the Code. 

• in any case, the particular use of the CCTV system did not occur in 
accordance with the Code, because of some apparent breaches, including 
a failure to seek the Presiding Officers’ approval for the release of 
images. 

(b) The taking of disciplinary action 
2.56 On the second matter referred, the submission argues that there can be no 
finding that action was taken against an employee because of the provision of 
information to a senator because no-one in DPS was aware of the employee’s dealings 
with Senator Faulkner (or any senator) at the time decisions were made about 
instigating and undertaking an investigation into a code of conduct matter: “the 

46  DPS submission, paragraph 4. 

47  Advice of the former Clerk of the Senate to the Committee of Privileges, 6 March 1989; 
published by the committee with its 18th Report. 
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investigation was commenced and undertaken in good faith by those involved with due 
deference to principles of parliamentary privilege.”48 

Timing and the taking of disciplinary action 
The submission argues: 

• the timeline “clearly demonstrates that there was no causal connection between 
the taking of disciplinary action” against the employee and her interactions with 
the senator;49 

• preliminary investigations were approved on 25 February, and the employee’s 
interactions with the senator not discovered until the following day.50 

2.57 The committee considers it unlikely that the disciplinary action commenced as 
a result of the employee’s interaction with the senator, and agrees that the facts do not 
support this.  
2.58 The submission also argues that, although DPS officers knew about that 
interaction when the formal investigation was approved “it does not follow” that this 
new information “was taken into account or that it changed the rationale of the 
decision-makers in determining a course of action”. Rather, “the relevant decision-
maker (the Secretary) made a conscious decision not to take action in respect of 
Employee X’s approach to Senator Faulkner, by effectively instructing that DPS could 
not consider that conduct and had no interest in that matter.” 51 
2.59 There is no way to substantiate this assertion. This demonstrates the inherent 
problem with allowing the use of the images. As noted in relation to the email 
correspondence of 27 February, both officers involved assumed what they were 
witnessing was a departmental whistle-blower providing information to a senator, 
immediately drew adverse inferences from the exchange and communicated these to 
the Secretary. It is impossible to establish whether that information influenced those 
officers’ decisions – or the Secretary’s decisions – in the subsequent stages of the 
investigation. The submission denies that this is the case, but there is no way of 
knowing.  
2.60 After the Code of Conduct process was discontinued, the committee 
understands that these officers (including the Secretary) were involved in making a 
series of employment decisions in which the employee was refused redeployment 
within DPS and eventually departed with an involuntary redundancy. Again, there is 
no way of establishing whether the information gained by this use of the CCTV system 
played any part in those decisions. The committee recalls that the description of the 
employee’s departure in the DPS submission simply notes that the employee “has 

48  DPS Submission, paragraph 3. 

49  DPS Submission, paragraph 37. 

50  DPS Submission, paragraph 38. 

51  DPS submission, paragraph 40. 
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subsequently left the employment of DPS for reasons not connected to the Code of 
Conduct investigation of the CCTV footage issue.” 52 

Committee comment 
2.61 The committee considers that the timing of this instance does not allow that 
the disciplinary proceedings arose because of the provision of information to Senator 
Faulkner. However it is not possible to determine whether subsequent decisions in the 
investigation and in other matters involving the employee were influenced by 
knowledge of the CCTV images. 
2.62 The committee has already dealt with the likely connection of the provision of 
information to parliamentary proceedings and concludes that, were it to be shown that 
action was taken against the employee in connection with the provision of this 
information to Senator Faulkner, it would be open to the Senate to deal with that action 
as a contempt. 
2.63 In the next chapter the report deals in more detail with the CCTV Code of 
conduct, before returning to its conclusions and recommendations in chapter 4. 
 
 

52  DPS submission, paragraph 30. 

 

                                              



Chapter 3 

The CCTV Code of Practice 
3.1 This chapter deals with the CCTV Code of Practice and addresses the 
argument put by DPS that there can be no finding of improper interference with 
senators’ duties where: 

DPS’ actions in using CCTV footage … was authorised under, and in 
accordance with, procedures approved by the Presiding Officers, and in 
circumstances where those procedures were applied for proper and lawful 
purposes.53 

3.2 The committee does not accept this argument for the reasons set out in this 
chapter. As has been noted, an action which is otherwise “lawful” or “authorised” may 
nonetheless be dealt with as a contempt if it amounts to improper interference in the 
terms discussed in chapter 1. Administrative action undertaken on behalf of the 
Parliament may not override the powers, privileges and immunities of the Houses and 
their members.  
3.3 Before turning to the argument, it is worth looking at the evolution of the 
current Code and the context in which it arose. 

Development of the Code of Practice 
3.4 The CCTV security cameras in Parliament House operate in accordance with a 
Code of Practice. A background paper provided by DPS details its evolution. There 
have been three versions since cameras were installed in the House of Representatives 
and Senate corridors: 
• CCTV Cameras in the House of Representatives and Senate Corridors: 

Protocols for the Management of Recorded Images (2003) 
• Operating Policies and Procedures [OPP] no 10.18: CCTV Code of Practice 

(4 February 2009) 
• Operating Policies and Procedures [OPP] no 10.18: CCTV Code of Practice 

(23 June 2011).54 
3.5 The 2003 protocols were the subject of extensive consultation. They arose 
from a proposal put to the Presiding Officers in late 2001 and a detailed submission in 
February 2002 “by the Security Controller, endorsed by the Usher of the Black Rod 
and the Serjeant-at-Arms”.55 A further proposal was put to the Presiding Officers in 
October 2002 about the management of recorded images, and consultations were then 

53  DPS submission, paragraph 4. 

54  Copies of each of the codes were attached to the background paper. The committee was also 
provided with copies of the security-in-confidence versions of the 2009 and 2011 Codes. These 
contain additional operational detail and the committee does not consider it appropriate to 
publish them. 

55  DPS background paper, p. 2. 
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undertaken with party whips and with the Joint House Committee. The submission 
notes: 

Minutes from a meeting of 9 December 2002 show discussion of the 
proposed protocols, including concerns raised by parliamentarians in 
relation to the effect of the CCTV cameras on their capacity to carry out 
their duties. It appears from later submissions put to the Presiding Officers 
that the Joint House Committee ultimately agreed to the proposed 
protocols. 56 

3.6 These consultations show that the protocols were intended in part to protect 
senators and members against improper interference with their duties. The Press 
Gallery was also consulted and its views taken into account to a degree in developing 
the final version of the protocols, agreed to by the Presiding Officers on 
17 September 2003.  
3.7 By contrast, little consultation occurred on the subsequent versions of the 
code. The 2009 version “was developed by reference to relevant standards and 
guidelines (including the Australian Standard 4806.1-2006 (Closed Circuit 
Television)”. The committee notes, however, the statement in the submission that: 

The draft OPP [Code] was endorsed by the SMB, which considered the draft 
OPP to be consistent with previous approved protocols and consultations.57 

Committee comment 
3.8 The committee considers that this assessment, and the nature of the 
consultations referred to above, should be seen as guidance in the interpretation of the 
Code.  
3.9 The 2009 Code of Practice was revised in 2011, principally to reorder content, 
remove administrative procedures and reflect updates to the security system. In other 
regards they are substantially the same. 58 

Authorisation of the Code 
3.10 The AGS advice describes the relevance of the Code of Practice, contending 
that: 

…the Code can properly be regarded as expressing the circumstances in 
which the Presiding Officers have authorised dealings with CCTV footage 
captured in the precincts. Because of that, in our view, a court will be 
reluctant to characterise a dealing with CCTV footage which is duly 

56  DPS background paper, p. 3. 

57  DPS background paper, p. 3. The Security Management Board (SMB) is a statutory board 
empowered under the Parliamentary Service Act 1999 – consisting of the Secretary, DPS and 
nominees of the Presiding Officers (namely, the Usher of the Black Rod and the Serjeant-at-
Arms) with the function of providing advice as required to the Presiding Officers on security 
policy and the management of security measures. 

58  DPS background paper, pp. 3-4. 
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authorised under the Code as an interference with parliamentary privilege or 
a contempt.59 

3.11 The advice also suggests (in a footnote to paragraph 62) that a court might find 
“more generally that use of CCTV footage cannot support a finding of contempt if it is 
undertaken in accordance with the Code”. [emphasis added] The committee does not 
agree with this conclusion. 

The parliamentary precincts 
3.12 To understand the limits of the Presiding Officers’ power to authorise such 
dealings, it is necessary to understand the authority under which the CCTV system 
operates. That authority arises from the Presiding Officers’ powers to control and 
manage the parliamentary precincts. Control and management of the precincts is 
vested by the Houses of Parliament in their Presiding Officers by a long thread of 
tradition, Constitutional authority, resolution and legislation. This is a crucial point: 
the power belongs to the Houses and is exercised on their behalf by the Presiding 
Officers.  
3.13 The Parliamentary Precincts Act 1988 confirms this position. Section 6(2) 
expressly provides that the Presiding Officers’ actions in this area exist “subject to any 
order of either House” and section 12 specifies that nothing in the Act is to be taken as 
derogating from the powers, privileges and immunities of each House and of their 
members and committees. Any activity undertaken under the authority of the Precincts 
Act – including, in this case, the installation and use of a CCTV security system, and 
endorsement and implementation of a Code of Practice for its use – is necessarily 
subject to the powers, privileges and immunities of the Parliament. 
3.14 The Clerk points out that the AGS advice argues the opposite: 

It elevates the alleged authorisation by the Code of Practice for CCTV of the 
particular use of footage by DPS above the question of the compatibility of 
the Code with the powers, privileges and immunities of the Houses and their 
members. It opines that authorisation of the Code by the Presiding Officers 
pursuant to the authority conferred by the Precincts Act is sufficient to 
dismiss any suggestion that an action argued to be duly authorised by the 
Code could reasonably be characterised … as “an interference with 
parliamentary privilege or a contempt”…60 

3.15 The committee can see no basis for this proposition, which is contrary to well-
established principles about the operation of laws with respect to the parliament. As 
the Clerk explains, there is no “mystique” about the parliamentary precincts: 
“parliamentary powers and immunities do not depend on the precincts for their 
operation [but] operate within the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth”, and the 

59  AGS advice, paragraph 62.  

60  Clerk, Assessment, pp. 7-8. 
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ordinary law of the land applies in the precincts.61 The Precincts Act does not give the 
Presiding Officers the authority to set aside the powers of their Houses. Section 12 of 
the Act preserves the primacy of the powers, privileges and immunities of the 
Parliament. 
3.16 A much earlier Privileges Committee expressed the view that security 
arrangements in Parliament House may be accepted provided they were not in conflict 
with the rights of senators.62 The Senate is able to maintain this requirement in two 
ways: first, by the passage of Senate orders, and secondly by ensuring that the 
administration of security measures is undertaken with proper regard for its powers, 
privileges and immunities by exercising its contempt jurisdiction should it be required. 
Conclusion 
3.17 The committee dismisses any suggestion that it is beyond the power of the 
Senate to treat conduct involving the use of the parliamentary CCTV system as a 
contempt merely because the use of the system was – or was claimed to be – 
authorised under the CCTV Code of Conduct.  
3.18 The committee agrees with the Clerk’s conclusion that: 

The fact that an activity may be duly authorised under a power conferred by 
the Precincts Act is no guarantee that the same activity may not also be in 
conflict, potential or actual, with the powers, privileges and immunities of 
each House and of their members and committees.63 

3.19 The Presiding Officers exercise their power to control and manage the 
parliamentary precincts on behalf of the Parliament; subject to orders of either House; 
and subject to the powers, privileges and immunities of the Houses and their members. 
Any activity undertaken under the authority of this power – including the use of a 
parliamentary security system and the implementation of a Code of Practice – is 
necessarily subject to the same limitations.  

Authorisation under the Code 
3.20 In its submission, DPS argues that: 

…its actions in using the CCTV footage as evidence in disciplinary 
proceedings was authorised under, and in accordance with, procedures 
approved by the Presiding Offices, and in circumstances where those 
procedures were applied for proper and lawful purposes. 64 

3.21 Senator Faulkner disputes this view: 

61  Clerk of the Senate, Assessment of AGS advice, p. 7. It is well established that the ordinary law 
of the land includes “the law respecting the privileges of parliament itself”. See Rees. v McCay 
[1975] 7 ACT; reported in BC Wright (ed.), House of Representatives Practice, 6th edition, p. 
125] 

62  Report on Ensuring the Security of Parliament House, May 1978. 

63  Clerk of the Senate, Assessment of AGS Advice, p. 8. 

64  DPS submission, p. 2. 
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The only purposes of such cameras and the images they capture, are 
outlined in paragraph 5 of the Code. These purposes do not include tracking 
the movements of DPS staff members, or other citizens, properly and 
lawfully engaging with Senators. 65 

3.22 The Clerk’s advice describes different aspects of the Code of Practice, 
particularly paragraph 5, which lists the purposes for which CCTV may be used, and 
paragraph 6, which enumerates the key principles applying to the operation of the 
system: 

The permitted uses of CCTV information include for public order and 
security purposes, investigation of criminal offences, provision of evidence 
for criminal and civil proceedings, management of security services, 
emergency responses, and compensation and insurance purposes… 

…the uses that are specified do not refer to monitoring of parliamentary 
service employees for disciplinary purposes outside the permitted uses, let 
alone monitoring of senators’ offices and persons who provide information 
to senators.66 

3.23 The relevant part of the code is as follows: 
Statement of purpose 
5 The CCTV system is intended to provide surveillance to areas in and 
around Parliamentary precincts (as established by the Parliamentary 
Precincts Act 1988). Subject to this Code of Practice, the CCTV system is 
only to be used for the following purposes: 

(a) Assist in the control and management of the Parliamentary precincts 
(including major or special events and traffic management). 

(b) Assist in the day-to-day management of security services including 
investigation of security incidents, pre-planning of security exercises, 
emergency evacuation exercises and monthly validation exercises. 

(c) Prevent, deter and detect crime, criminal damage, vandalism and public 
disorder. 

(d) Assist in identifying, apprehending and where appropriate, prosecuting 
offenders in relation to crime, criminal damage, vandalism and public 
disorder. 

(e) Provide evidence upon which to take criminal and civil proceedings. 

(f) Improve general security monitoring in the areas around the precincts, 
both in terms of personal security and security of premises. 

(g) Improve operational response of Security Patrols in and around 
Parliament House. 

(h) Assist emergency services in responding to incidents. 

65  Senator Faulkner, submission, p. 1. 

66  Clerk of the Senate, Advice to Senator Faulkner, 26 May 2014, p. 2. 
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(i) Identify and investigate incidents or accidents that could result in a 
compensation or insurance claim against the Commonwealth. 

(j) For any other purpose approved in writing by the Presiding Officers. 

3.24 The AGS advice generally proceeds on the basis that DPS’ actions were 
authorised in accordance with the purpose described in paragraph 5(a) of the code, “to 
assist in the control and management of the parliamentary precincts”. 67 
3.25 It argues that paragraph 5(a) applies to the circumstances of the case, because 
DPS staff are “an integral part of the operational environment of the parliamentary 
precincts”. A court “is very likely to find that enforcing proper standards of behaviour 
on the part of DPS staff in relation to accessing Parliament House after work hours is 
something which assists in the control and management of the parliamentary 
precincts.” 68 
3.26 This is not an interpretation that is readily apparent from the words in the 
Code, particularly given that the other example under that paragraph relates to control 
of “major or special events and traffic management”. 
3.27 Neither is it the clause explained, at estimates, as the purpose authorising the 
use of the system in this matter. That was paragraph 5(e) – providing evidence upon 
which to take civil proceedings. The AGS advice contends, however, that each of 
paragraphs 5(b) to (e) might authorise the use of the footage.69  
3.28 The question which arises is: what criteria ought be applied in interpreting the 
Code? 

Interpreting the purposes in the Code 
3.29 The committee considers that the provisions in the Code’s statement of 
purpose ought be given their ordinary meaning. The original 2003 protocol, on which 
senators and members were consulted was clear. It provided that: 

The installation of closed circuit television (CCTV) cameras in the Senate 
and House of Representatives wings of Parliament House and the capturing 
of images from them is solely for the purpose of assisting in the tracking of 
unauthorised entry to Parliament House and for the investigation of break-
in, theft or damage within Parliament House. 

3.30 It provided especially clear guidance on matters of accountability : 
• the only reason for accessing the recordings will be to determine 

whether those images assist in any investigation of unauthorised 
access to the building or to a Senator/Member’s suite, or of theft or 
damage to the building; 

67  AGS advice, paragraph 63. 

68  AGS advice, paragraphs 64 to 66. 

69  AGS advice, paragraph 69. 
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• the Executive Leader (Security) cannot release recorded images or 
show those images to anybody else, without the approval of the 
Presiding Officers; 

• if the investigation of an incident leads to a requirement to access 
recorded images, the Presiding Officers will arrange, within seven 
days, for a report on the application of these protocols to be provided 
to the members of the Joint House Committee. 

3.31 While the committee accepts that the newer versions of the Code have 
expanded the purposes to which the system may be applied, the focus remains on 
security, safety, public order and the investigation of related incidents. The committee 
considers that the rationale given in the AGS advice does not give sufficient regard to 
the security focus of the Code and does not take into account the context in which it 
was introduced and operates. The Security Management Board (SMB) assessed the 
2009 version of the Code to be “consistent with previous approved protocols and 
consultations”, an assessment which carries no weight if the Code is taken to permit 
this extended operation. The committee considers that the SMB’s assessment should 
inform the interpretation of the Code.  
3.32 The Clerk considers it: 

…inconceivable that the use of CCTV information to identify persons 
providing information to senators or members could ever have been 
sanctioned as a permissible use...given the inherent threat such monitoring 
would pose to members’ and senators’ freedom to go about their business 
without obstruction. 70 

3.33 The committee concurs. The committee considers that the original protocols 
were designed to meet concerns such as these, as the consultations in the Joint House 
Committee demonstrate.  
Conclusion 
3.34 The committee is not persuaded that the use of the CCTV system in this matter 
was properly authorised under the Code of Practice. The committee considers that the 
words in the Code’s statement of purpose should be given their ordinary meaning. One 
of the principles stated in the Code is that “Senators, Members and other building 
occupants will be provided with clear and easily accessible information in relation to 
the CCTV system”. There is a corresponding accountability provision requiring 
publication of the Code. If the Code cannot be read and understood on its face these 
provisions are meaningless.  
3.35 DPS provided evidence that the CCTV system had not been used to 
investigate staffing matters prior to this incident in February this year, although the 
department has used the system in relation to other staffing matters since that time. 
The committee had asked DPS to provide any advice it relied on in determining the 
system could be used for investigating internal staffing matters, but it provided no such 

70  Clerk of the Senate, Advice to Senator Faulkner, 26 May 2014, p. 2. 
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advice. The committee considers that the use of the system for this new purpose 
amounts to a substantive policy change and that, if DPS considers that the Code should 
be extended to this purpose, it should propose to the Presiding Officers a policy 
change for their consideration. This would be consistent with the requirement in clause 
9 of the Code, and place the decision about the matter with the Presiding Officers, on 
whose behalf the department administers that system.  

Undertaken in accordance with the Code 
3.36 A further question which arises is the question whether the provisions of the 
Code were followed. The committee considers that in some respects they were not. 
There are several breaches apparent in the use of the footage.  
3.37 DPS told the estimates hearing that the use of the system was permissible 
under clause 5(e) of the Code – Provide evidence upon which to take criminal and 
civil proceedings. AGS advised that “In this case the proceeding which was, in a 
sense, on foot was the code of conduct investigation.”71 The system was first accessed 
prior to the approval of even the preliminary code of conduct investigation, so it is 
hard to see how proceedings were “on foot” in any sense.  
3.38 This initial access to the footage was approved without written authority, and 
without any written record being created – a breach of the recordkeeping and 
accountability requirement in clause 19. It is of concern to the committee that officers 
of DPS who do not have a security function can access footage, or information about 
what footage may show, without any record being created.  
3.39 The “Authorisations Matrix” in the security-in-confidence version of the Code 
provides that senior security officers may give approval for other DPS employees to 
view images, provided that “the viewing of the images occurs as part of their duties 
and serves an identified purpose i.e. insurance or legal claims.” Accountability in the 
use of the system requires that written records are kept. The committee notes in this 
regard that DPS has not undertaken a review of compliance with the Code since its 
inception in 2009, notwithstanding the requirement that such review occur at least 
annually. 72 
3.40 In addition, the technical requirement in clause 33 that all printed images show 
the date of their printing appears not to have been complied with. 
3.41 It also appears that the CCTV images were released to the employee without 
proper authority. Under clause 22 of the Code, the release of images to a member of 
the public or in a public forum may occur only with the approval of the President 
Officers, sought via the Usher of the Black Rod and the Serjeant-at-Arms. The reasons 
for approval are stated to include “in any other circumstances provided by law; or in 

71  AGS advice, paragraph 69. 

72  This matter is discussed further at paragraph 3.45. 
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relation to an insurance or legal claim”. This authority was not sought, in breach of the 
requirements of the Code. 73 
3.42 If the purpose relied on is to provide evidence for civil proceedings, arguably 
the Presiding Officers’ approval should be sought before footage is first accessed; and 
it is certainly required under the Code prior to the release of the images. 
3.43 The accountability required in an instrument like the CCTV Code of Practice 
is not a bureaucratic or technical requirement. The purpose of those accountability 
requirements is to ensure that decisions are made by the right people, and that they are 
made in any informed way. The CCTV system is managed by DPS, under the 
authority of the Presiding Officers, but its operation is necessarily constrained by the 
powers and immunities of the Houses and their members. When a conflict arises – or 
appears to arise – between the exercise of an administrative function and any aspect of 
those powers and immunities, the committee considers that determination of that 
conflict must begin with accountability to the source of the power being exercised.  
3.44 Based on the above considerations the committee has concluded that the use of 
the CCTV system was not properly authorised under the Code of Practice. The 
committee’s observations may be useful in any review of the Code. It is convenient 
here to deal with some other matters relating to the Code.  

Compliance reviews 
3.45 Paragraph 8 of the Code of Practice provides that the DPS officer with chief 
responsibility for management of security, the Assistant Secretary, Building Services 
(or ASBS) “has executive responsibility for the overall management of the system, 
including managing adherence with the conditions laid down in this Code of Practice”. 
3.46 The Privileges Committee asked for copies of each written report provided to 
the Security Management Board under section 46 of the 2011 Code of Practice, headed 
“Compliance Review”. The requirement is: 

That compliance by DPS and AFP-UP staff will be subject to review. These 
reviews will be conducted as required and at least once per year. The ASBS 
will appoint an independent and suitably qualified person to undertake the 
review and provide a written report to the SMB. 

3.47 DPS has confirmed that no compliance review had ever been undertaken. 
After the committee raised the matter, DPS engaged an independent auditor to 
undertake a review, which was expected to report in October 2014. The Acting 
Secretary provided the committee with a copy of the report on 28 November. 

73  Although the Code defines a member of the public as “any person other than a parliamentary 
departmental or AFP-UP employee”, it plainly cannot be argued the images were provided to 
the employee to view “as part of her duties”. No other provision of the authorisations matrix can 
apply. 
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CCTV Policy Compliance Review 
3.48 The report notes that the audit engagement did not consider “design of CCTV 
policies, guidelines and procedures” or “any matters in relation to the access and 
release of CCTV footage that are subject to a current review being conducted by the 
Privileges Committee”. [p.1] Notwithstanding those limitations, the review found 
instances of non-compliance of varying degrees in relation to 10 of the 40 paragraphs 
of the Code it examined. [p. 6] These included “significantly more” – that is, more 
than 100 more – saved images stored on the server than were listed in the Saved 
Images Register [p. 7] and multiple instances of incorrect or missing approval records 
for the release of images under the Code’s authorisation matrix, accounting for more 
than half of the 10 released images tested. [p. 8]  
3.49 The committee considers these responses concerning. 

Review of the Code 
3.50 The committee also notes that the 2011 Code was scheduled for review in 
June 2014. Evidence was given at the estimates hearing in May that the review had not 
commenced. In its submission, in September 2014, DPS indicated that a new team 
established within its Security Branch would review the Code, although that team 
understandably currently has other priorities with significant changes to security 
arrangements occurring across Parliament House.  
3.51 The committee notes that, in response to correspondence from the Chair, the 
President has indicated that he intends that the review of the Code will take into 
account the committee’s views, and involve broad consultation across the Parliament. 
The committee welcomes this commitment. 

Camera settings 
3.52 For completeness, it is noted that, in a visit to the operations room on 17 July 
2014 committee members were shown the default position (or “home focus”) of the 
security camera outside Senator Faulkner’s office, which captured a complete view of 
the office door, and were also told that the camera and three others in proximity to and 
above the Senate entrance were recorded on a 24/7 basis, with recorded images 
retained for 8 weeks. Security officers demonstrated that the home focus of the camera 
and others like it could be reset so that it could continue to serve its security purpose 
while being less intrusive. After the visit, the Chair wrote to the President requesting 
that he and the Speaker consider instructing that the home focus for the camera outside 
Senator Faulkner’s office, and other cameras focussed and operating in a similar 
manner, be reset in the manner demonstrated to committee members. The President 
responded, indicating that the suggested adjustments had been made. 

Interim approval arrangements 
During the course of the inquiry, the committee also asked the President if the 
Presiding Officers would give consideration to reinstating “the substance of the 
original protocols” for access to and release of footage. The committee acknowledges 
that the Presiding Officers adopted the spirit of the committee’s request and agreed 
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that all requests for the release of footage should be put to the Presiding Officers for 
approval. The committee thanks the Presiding Officers for doing so. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions and recommendations 
4.1 Before turning to its conclusions, the committee makes some observations 
about matters raised during the inquiry 
4.2 The CCTV system in Parliament House, like other security and information 
systems, is managed by DPS, under the authority of the Presiding Officers, on behalf 
of the Parliament. Its authority is clearly constrained by the powers, privileges and 
immunities of the Houses and their members. In any question of parliamentary 
administration, proper regard needs to be given to these matters.  

Authority and accountability 
4.3 As noted in the previous chapter, the committee considers that DPS has 
sought to use the CCTV system for a purpose which is not supported by the language 
of the Code of Practice. In doing so, DPS has set aside an important accountability 
mechanism – that of seeking the approval of the Presiding Officers for a policy 
change. The original protocols on management of recorded images were clear. They 
provided that recorded images could not be released or shown to anyone else without 
the approval of the Presiding Officers. One reason for this requirement was to ensure 
that the Presiding Officers could take advice as to whether questions of privilege were 
engaged, and how they ought be dealt with. When the Presiding Officers introduced 
CCTV security cameras into the Senate and House of Representatives wings, then 
President, Senator the Hon. Paul Calvert told the Senate: 

The cameras in the corridors will only be activated during sitting hours if an 
alarm is triggered. After sitting hours motion detectors will activate them. 
Strict protocols have been developed to govern access to film images, and 
the Speaker and I will monitor these with the assistance of the Joint House 
Committee. 74 

4.4 The current Code of Practice includes a similar process which requires certain 
requests for the use of images to be approved by the Presiding Officers and raised 
with the Usher of the Black Rod or the Serjeant-at-Arms, in each case allowing an 
opportunity for considered advice to be sought from the Clerks about any matter of 
privilege which may arise. This essential element of accountability is absent in the 
actions of DPS in this matter. 
4.5 If the department considers that it requires the use of the parliament’s security 
systems to pursue staff management issues, it should put that proposal to the Presiding 
Officers. The use of the system in this incident demonstrates the hazards here, and 
also demonstrates the high degree of accountability required in the management and 
use of the system. The failure to undertake compliance reviews of the Code over the 
past 5 years, and the areas of non-compliance apparent in the recent audit are of 
concern to the committee. 

74  Senate Debates, 5 February 2003, p. 8565. 
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“due deference to parliamentary privilege” 
4.6 The committee turns to the statement in the DPS submission that the 
investigation was undertaken with “due deference to parliamentary privilege”.75 The 
statement was based on the Secretary’s response to the discovery of the contentious 
CCTV footage. The response has been described in a number of ways: 

…the Secretary responded that ‘contact by individuals with 
parliamentarians is not something we monitor…’. Accordingly, the footage 
relating to the visit to the Senator’s office was not investigated further and 
Employee X was not questioned in any way in relation to her attendance at 
the Senator’s office… 76 

…the relevant decision-maker (the Secretary) made a conscious decision 
not to take action in respect of Employee X’s approach to Senator Faulkner, 
by effectively instructing that DPS could not consider that conduct and had 
no interest in that matter. 77 

Once the spectre of engagement with a Senator emerged, DPS advertently 
shut down any inquiry into the circumstances of the visit to the Senator’s 
office – a step apt to avoid any interference with parliamentary matters…78 

4.7 In the committee’s view this last claim of an advertent response would 
involve evidence of deliberation; accountability in the estimates hearing when 
questions arose, and to the Presiding Officers on whose behalf the system is managed; 
and communication of the decision to people affected by it, including the employee, 
who was not advised that the department “had no interest” in her contact with Senator 
Faulkner, and the Senator himself. 
4.8 The submission states that there was no mention of the employee’s visit to the 
senator’s office in the brief seeking approval of a formal code of conduct process, nor 
in the brief appointing the investigator.79 It is not clear why this information was 
omitted.  
4.9 The committee is of the view that decisions about the application of privilege 
belong to the parliament and not to the department. Where matters which may involve 
questions of privilege arise, it is important that advice is sought on any privilege 
implications so that, depending upon that advice, any senator involved in the matter 
has an opportunity to consider whether to make an informed claim of privilege.  

Legal advice 
4.10 The question DPS sought to have answered in its legal advice was “the likely 
position a court would take to questions of parliamentary privilege and contempt 

75  DPS submission, paragraph 3. 

76  DPS submission, paragraph 21. 

77  DPS submission, paragraph 40. 

78  AGS Advice, paragraph 77. 

79  DPS submission, paragraph 22. 
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arising out of the use of …CCTV footage in a particular instance within the 
parliamentary precincts”. As this committee has previously noted, the courts can have 
only a limited role in adjudicating contempt matters.80 The Clerk of the Senate 
explains that: 

…until a house imposes a penalty of imprisonment upon a person and the 
person is committed to custody…a court has no role in questions of 
contempt. It is entirely a matter for the House concerned. Even if a House 
does impose a penalty of imprisonment, the role of the court is limited to 
examining whether the ground for the imprisonment – the type of conduct 
complained of – was sufficient in law to amount to a contempt of a House. 
It does not involve re-running the investigation and adjudication of the 
allegations.81  

4.11 As the Senate’s delegate in contempt matters, the committee is required to 
determine the matters put before by assessing what action may be required to protect 
the Senate and senators against actions which might obstruct their work. This will 
often require different considerations than those a court might take into account. 
4.12 The committee has noted an aspect of the legal advice which appeared to 
elevate administrative action under the Presiding Officers’ authority above the powers 
of the parliament, setting aside the clear intention and well-established operation of 
the ‘ordinary’ law.82 The committee does not accept the advice. The administrative 
activities of the parliamentary service are necessarily constrained by the powers of the 
Houses.  
4.13 As has also been noted, the advice and the submission did not deal extensively 
with the matter of improper interference, and with the specific concern about 
interference with the provision of information to senators. A large part of that advice – 
dealing with the transacting of business – was undermined by the documents provided 
to the committee on 11 November 2014.83 
Proportionate response 
4.14 The committee questions whether the response of DPS to this incident has 
been proportionate, given that the incident that sparked the investigation related to a 
distressing note. In this, the committee is not suggesting that DPS ought not have 
commenced its investigation, but it appears that the department has gone to great 
lengths to pursue the matter, particularly when it is remembered (according to the 
evidence provided to the committee) that the CCTV system has not been used to 
investigate such staffing matters before. As far as the committee can tell, the 
information contained in the CCTV footage would have been of little assistance in the 
investigation.  

80  See 150th report, at paragraphs 2.32 to 2.39. 

81  Clerk of the Senate, Assessment of AGS Advice, p. 4. 

82  See paragraphs 2.54–2.55 and 3.10–3.19. 

83  See paragraphs 2.33–2.45. 
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Conclusions 
4.15 When determining matters relating to contempts, the committee is required to 
have regard to the criteria in Privilege Resolution 3: 

(a) the principle that the Senate’s power to adjudge and deal with 
contempts should be used only where it is necessary to provide 
reasonable protection for the Senate and its committees and for 
senators against improper acts tending substantially to obstruct them 
in the performance of their functions, and should not be used in 
respect of matters which appear to be of a trivial nature or unworthy 
of the attention of the Senate; 

(b) the existence of any remedy other than that power for any act which 
may be held to be a contempt; and 

(c) whether a person who committed any act which may be held to be a 
contempt: 

(i)  knowingly committed that act, or 

(ii)  had any reasonable excuse for the commission of that act. 

4.16 The chief concern identified by the Finance and Publications Administration 
Committee and by Senator Faulkner was that use of the CCTV system to identify 
persons providing information to senators may interfere with the performance of 
senators’ duties. If people apprehend that their interactions with senators are 
monitored, they may be deterred from providing such information, limiting the 
information available to senators and constraining their capacity to put matters before 
parliamentary committees. The other concern they raised was the question whether 
disciplinary action was taken against a person in connection with her providing 
information to a senator. 
4.17 Having considered the criteria set out above, the committee has concluded 
that it should not recommend that a contempt be found. As both matters have arisen 
from the same conduct, the committee may deal with them here together.  
criterion a 
4.18 In both cases, the committee considers that paragraph (a) is satisfied, in that 
the committee considers action is required to protect the Senate, its committees and 
senators against improper interference.  
4.19 In relation to improper interference, the committee returns to the position 
noted in chapter 1, that:  

Any obstruction to the free flow of information may be regarded as having 
the effect of substantially obstructing senators in the performance of their 
functions. 84 

84  Committee of Privileges, 67th Report, Possible threats of legal proceedings against a senator 
and other persons, September 1997, paragraph 2.12.  
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4.20 For the reasons set out in chapter 2, the committee considers that the use of 
CCTV images in this matter occurred without proper authorisation and in 
circumstances in which people may be understandably apprehensive about being 
monitored in similar circumstances in the future. The lack of accountability evident in 
the accessing of footage, in particular, is a matter of concern to the committee. The 
committee has considerable concerns about the evidence given about restrictions on 
the use of the images. The committee received the report of the KPMG CCTV Policy 
Compliance Review late in the inquiry and has not had the opportunity to consider it 
in detail. The committee intends to give further consideration to these matters. 
4.21 The committee is required under this criterion to consider what action is 
necessary to protect the Senate, its committees and senators against acts which might  
obstruct them in the performance of their functions. The committee considers that 
action is required to remove any apprehension that the CCTV system may be used in 
an unauthorised manner. The committee makes a recommendation on this matter at 
paragraph 4.24, below. 
4.22 In relation to the disciplinary matter, the committee remains concerned that 
the use of the system in this case has led to a situation in which decisions affecting the 
employee may have been influenced by information gained from the unauthorised use 
of the system. The committee does not make any finding here, but considers that the 
circumstances demonstrate the inherent risk in allowing officers access to CCTV 
material of the kind involved in this matter. 
criterion b 
4.23 It is clear to the committee that there is a suitable alternative remedy. The 
committee considers that corrective action lies within the power of the Presiding 
Officers, by initiating the development of a new Code of Practice which restores the 
focus on matters of security and safety, and emphasises accountability to the Presiding 
Officers and the Parliament, with appropriate regard for the primacy of the powers, 
and immunities of the Houses and their members. 

Recommendations 
4.24 The committee considers that there are serious difficulties with the 
interpretation of the existing Code of Practice, and gaps in accountability in the use of 
the CCTV system and recommends that the Code be reviewed through a process 
involving consultations with member and senators and other building occupants. 
4.25 As noted in chapter 3, a particular concern is a lack of accountability in the 
approval process for accessing (rather than releasing) images, and the committee 
would see a more rigorous process, involving external accountability, as an essential 
element in any new regime.  
4.26 The committee has similar concerns arising from the disregard for the powers, 
privileges and immunities of the parliament which has been on display during the 
investigation of this matter. The committee considers that senior officers in the 
parliamentary service should have a well-developed understanding both of the 
operations of the parliament and the limitations of their administrative authority. In 
particular they must give primacy to parliamentary powers in balancing the competing 
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priorities to which they may need to have regard. The committee recommends that 
senior officers in DPS involved in the administration of the CCTV system and other 
systems managed on behalf of the Parliament undertake some structured training to 
acquaint themselves with the principles of privilege.  
4.27 The committee also noted the comment of the Clerk of the Senate that, 
because the Code itself does not make reference to the requirements of privilege, it is 
arguably unfit for purpose. The committee considers that any new Code should deal 
with such matters. However, senior officers in all of the parliamentary departments 
should be sufficiently well versed in privilege matters to be able to seek advice when 
questions of privilege arise, regardless of the provisions of a Code of Practice. 
 

The committee recommends to the Senate that no finding of contempt be made in 
this matter. The committee further recommends: 
• That the Presiding Officers instigate the development of a new Code of 

Practice which restores the focus on matters of security and safety, and 
emphasises accountability to the Presiding Officers and the Parliament, 
with appropriate regard for the primacy of the powers, and immunities 
of the Houses and their members. 

• That the review process involve consultations with member and senators 
and other building occupants, and give consideration to the matters dealt 
with in this report.  

• That senior officers in DPS involved in the administration of the CCTV 
system and other systems managed on behalf of the Parliament 
undertake some structured training to acquaint themselves with the 
principles of privilege. 

• That the attention of the Finance and Public Administration Legislation 
Committee be drawn to the matters set out from paragraph 2.2, under 
the heading Contradictory evidence, relating to the misleading evidence 
given at its estimates hearing on 26 May 2014. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(Senator the Hon. Jacinta Collins) 

Chair 
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Statement by the President, 17 June 2014 
Letter from Senator Bernardi, Chair, Standing Committee on Finance and 
Public Administration, to the President, raising a matter of privilege, dated 
27 May 2014 
Extracts from Hansard, Finance and Public Administration Legislation 
Committee, Estimates, Monday 26 May 2014 
Letter from Senator Faulkner to the President, raising a matter of 
privilege, dated 28 May 2014 
Advice from the Clerk of the Senate to Senator Faulkner, tabled during the 
Estimates hearing, 26 May 2014 
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MATTERS OF PRIVILEGE RAISED BY THE CHAIR OF THE FINANCE AND PUBLIC 

ADMINISTRATION LEGISLATION COMMITTEE (SENATOR BERNARDI) AND 

SENATOR THE HON JOHN FAULKNER – STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT 

____________________________________________________________ 

By letters dated 27 and 28 May 2014, the Chair of the Finance and Public 
Administration Legislation Committee, Senator Bernardi, and Senator the Hon 
John Faulkner, respectively, raised essentially the same matters of privilege 
under standing order 81. 

The matters of privilege concern the use of closed circuit television footage to 
monitor a Department of Parliamentary Services employee under investigation 
for an alleged code of conduct breach while the person placed an envelope 
under the door of Senator Faulkner's office. The two elements are the possible 
improper interference with the free performance by a senator of the senator's 
duties as a senator, and the taking of disciplinary action against the person in 
connection with the provision of information to a senator. 

In determining whether a notice of motion to refer the matter to the Privileges 
Committee should have precedence, I am required to have regard only to the 
following criteria in Privilege Resolution 4: 

(a) the principle that the Senate’s power to adjudge and deal with 
contempts should be used only where it is necessary to provide 
reasonable protection for the Senate and its committees and for 
senators against improper acts tending substantially to obstruct 
them in the performance of their functions, and should not be used 
in respect of matters which appear to be of a trivial nature or 
unworthy of the attention of the Senate; and 

(b) the existence of any remedy other than that power for any act 
which may be held to be a contempt. 

With regard to the first criterion, it is fundamental to the law of parliamentary 
privilege that any act that has the effect or tendency of constituting improper 
interference with the free performance by a senator of the senator's duties as a 
senator may be treated as a contempt. 

Use of CCTV information in the circumstances complained of must be regarded 
as a very serious matter. Both Senator Bernardi and Senator Faulkner refer to 
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possible obstruction and improper interference with senators in carrying out 
their duties and it is clear that, in this case, action is necessary to provide 
reasonable protection against the continuation of any improper practices that 
have this effect. 

With regard to the second criterion, there may well be alternative means of 
pursuing inquiries into what happened in this particular case, including 
administrative inquiries within DPS using an external investigator. There is also 
the possibility of further inquiries by the Finance and Public Administration 
Legislation Committee, whether under its estimates function or its function to 
monitor the performance of agencies. 

However, there is no satisfactory alternative means of protecting the rights of 
the Senate and senators except through the contempt jurisdiction. Only this 
jurisdiction provides the capacity to deal with any offence that may have been 
committed and to take the corrective action necessary to protect the rights and 
freedoms of senators into the future. 

I have therefore determined that a motion to refer the matter to the Privileges 
Committee should have precedence over other business for the day on which it 
is given. In this case, the matters of privilege have been raised independently by 
two senators – one on behalf of a committee – and my suggestion is that a joint 
notice of motion be given. 

Before I call Senator Bernardi/Faulkner, I remind the Senate that this 
determination of precedence is not a judgement of the substantive issues or 
merits of the matter, beyond the threshold judgement that: 

• it is not of a trivial nature or unworthy of the attention of the Senate; 
• it is necessary to take action to protect the Senate and senators against 

improper acts; 
• there is no satisfactory remedy for dealing with the matter other than the 

contempt jurisdiction.  

It is for the Senate to make a judgement whether a matter merits referral to the 
Privileges Committee. 

I table the correspondence and call Senator Bernardi/Faulkner to give notice of 
the motion. 
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